
Powerful Vacuum. Powerful Mop. 
•  The Roomba Combo j9+ is the ultimate cleaning experience with powerful debris pickup, 

SmartScrub mopping, and the intelligence to prioritize where to clean.  

• Unlike competing 2-in-1 robot vacuum and mops that barely lift their mop pads, if at all, the  
 Roomba Combo j9+ features D.R.I. (Dry Rug Intelligence) to keep even high-pile rugs dry. This  
 is made possible because of its unique Auto-Retract Mopping System that lifts the mop all the  
 way to the top of the robot when detecting carpet, preventing wet messes.

•  The robot’s two fully retracting, durable, metal mop arms raise the mop pad when the robot 
senses carpet and rugs, allowing Roomba Combo j9+ to vacuum and mop in a single 
cleaning job, saving time while keeping floors fresh and clean.

•  A 4-Stage Cleaning system combines our Edge-Sweeping Brush, Dual Multi-Surface Rubber 
Brushes, 100% more powerful suction¹ and pressurized scrubbing action achieve a deep, 
efficient cleaning.

• The Roomba Combo j9+ robot vacuum cleans deeper1, pulling up embedded pet hair, dust,  
 and debris from floors and carpets with 100% stronger power-lifting suction1. It’s the #1 robot  
 vacuum for dirt and dust pickup.2

• With SmartScrub enabled, the Roomba Combo j9+ will scrub back-and-forth with consistent  
 downward pressure to eradicate messes. SmartScrub tackles stubborn messes like grime with  
 2x deeper scrubbing.3

• Carpet Boost automatically adjusts suction when it detects carpets for a deeper, more   
 efficient cleaning of different messes.

The Roomba Combo® j9+ is iRobot’s most powerful and intelligent robot vacuum and mop, tackling dirt, 
pet fur and debris with unmatched precision. With Dirt Detective and SmartScrub, the Roomba Combo® 
j9+ will prioritize the dirtiest rooms in the home first based on insights from cleaning history, while adding 
scrubbing action on hard surfaces with SmartScrub mopping. 

Roomba Combo® j9+ Fast Facts

Identifies obstacles and avoids 
hazards to finish the job. 
•  Roomba Combo j9+ doesn’t just learn your home, it reacts to it in real time with 

PrecisionVision Navigation, giving the robot the ability to identify and avoid common 
obstacles, such as cords, clothes, shoes, socks, backpacks, pet bowls, pet toys and 
solid pet waste. 

•  The Roomba Combo j9+ recognizes more than 80 common objects,4 which enables the 
robot to also clean more specific places on command, like couches, tables, counters and 
holiday trees, and can also automatically detect and proactively recommend Clean Zones 
around dishwashers, toilets, ovens/stoves, litter boxes and pet bowls.

•  Built with more pet features than any other robot, Roomba Combo j9+ guarantees that it 
will identify and avoid solid pet waste; backed by a ‘Pet Owner Official Promise,’ iRobot will 
replace any Roomba Combo j9+ that doesn’t avoid pet waste.5 
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Makes a plan, Always ready to clean. 
•  Taking automation to a new level, the Roomba Combo j9+ is equipped with a stylish 

new Clean Base® Auto-Fill Dock that empties debris for up to 60 days and refills 
liquid for up to 30 days. During cleaning jobs, the Roomba Combo j9+ will also – as 
needed – independently refill its water bin, recharge its battery and empty its dustbin 
to resume cleaning where it left off. It’s also iRobot’s quietest self-emptying dock yet.  

• Start cleaning your way even faster. Straight out of the box, the Roomba Combo j9+  
 robot vacuum will create a complete map of your home 7x faster than the previous   
 mapping technology and automatically label each room so you can clean wherever  
 you want, whenever you want after just one run.

•  Powered by iRobot OS, the Roomba Combo j9+ gets smarter over time. With Dirt 
Detective, the Roomba Combo j9+ analyzes past cleaning preferences, patterns, and 
timing, to automatically prioritize rooms that need the most attention, so customers 
never need to plan where to clean. Dirt Detective will also customize settings, like 
suction and number of cleaning passes room-by-room.

• iRobot OS works with your routines too. It knows the specific rooms and times you  
 like it to clean—in the kitchen after breakfast, for example—and can suggest 
 personalized cleaning schedules. iRobot OS can even suggest extra cleaning when 
 your area’s pollen count is high or during pet shedding season.

• The Roomba Combo j9+ features iRobot’s strongest battery for longer cleaning   
 missions. When the battery gets low, the robot will send itself to the Clean Base® dock  
 for a recharge and then will pick up vacuuming where it left off its cleaning mission.

• The Roomba Combo j9+ can also leverage other features powered by iRobot OS,   
 such as Clean While I’m Away, Do Not Disturb, Child & Pet Lock, Cleaning Time   
 Estimates and Quiet Drive.

• iRobot OS understands more voice commands than any other robot, with    
 approximately 600 supported Alexa® and Google Assistant® commands -  
 and Siri Shortcut Integration.

Beautifully designed 
for your home
•  The Roomba Combo j9+ blends seamlessly 

into homes with its appealing brushed metal 
finish, sleek silhouette and intuitive one-
button design. 

•  The robot’s Clean Base® Auto-fill Dock is 
beautifully crafted from premium materials 
with a wood-like top to double as a useable 
surface, and features additional storage 
inside for extra bags and mop pads. 

1Compared to Roomba Combo i Series. 
2#1 cleaning system based on IEC 62285-7 on hard floor and carpet with dust.  
Cleaning system available in multiple iRobot products. 
3Compared to standard vacuum & mop mode for grime
4Robot behavior varies by object. 
5Offer valid for 1 year from purchase and covers replacement product only.  
Available in limited jurisdictions, additional terms and conditions apply. 


